Abstract-The use of deep learning for the activity recognition performed by wearables, such as smartwatches, is an understudied problem. To advance current understanding in this area, we perform a smartwatch-centric investigation of activity recognition under one of the most popular deep learning methods -Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM). This study includes a variety of typical behavior and context recognition tasks related to smartwatches (such as transportation mode, physical activities and indoor/outdoor detection) to which RBMs have previously never been applied. Our findings indicate that even a relatively simple RBM-based activity recognition pipeline is able to outperform a wide-range of common modeling alternatives for all tested activity classes. However, usage of deep models is also often accompanied by resource consumption that is unacceptably high for constrained devices like watches. Therefore, we complement this result with a study of the overhead of specifically RBM-based activity models on representative smartwatch hardware (the Snapdragon 400 SoC, present in many commercial smartwatches). These results show, contrary to expectation, RBM models for activity recognition have acceptable levels of resource use for smartwatch-class hardware already on the market. Collectively, these two experimental results make a strong case for more widespread adoption of deep learning techniques within smartwatch designs moving forward.
I. INTRODUCTION
By leveraging the sensors present in wearables like smartwatches, powerful new mobile experiences are being offered to users. For example, it is possible for a smartwatch to track: exercise and sleep patterns [12] , commute routines [29] , or even emotional states [27] . The key to these advances is the use of activity recognition algorithms to infer behaviors and contexts from mobile sensor data. However, unfortunately recognizing activities under real-world conditions remains inaccurate and prone to failure (e.g., [12] ). Reasons that performing robust sensor inference remains difficult are numerous and include: uncontrolled device positions [23] (e.g., in a pocket, in a bag); background noise (e.g., outdoors, while driving) when sampling data [24] ; and differences in data generated by a diverse user population [20] (e.g., lifestyle, demographics).
This paper investigates the challenge of error-prone realworld activity recognition as it manifests within smartwatches specifically; although, we also believe our findings will have broader relevance to activity recognition on any mobile platform. Our approach is grounded in the use of deep learning [6] , [13] . In recent years, this growing field of machine learning has completely changed the way many inference tasks closely related to smartwatches (e.g., speech recognition [16] ) are performed. Early exploration of deep learning benefits within these mobile systems is already underway (e.g., [10] , [15] , [17] ), with promising early results. But we still know very little about how to apply deep learning to perform a variety of activity recognition inferences; for example: Which activity categories are best suited to these methods, and which are too simple for it to be useful? How best should sensors not conventionally used by deep learning algorithms (e.g., accelerometers, magnetometers, GPS), but common on smartwatches, be processed and utilized within these models?
Broadly speaking, activity recognition algorithms for smartwatches have carefully considered how to remain computationally light-weight. This is one of the factors why deep learning has not been carefully examined for such purposes until very recently. But now as the SoCs in smartwatches (and other wearables) evolve they are squeezing in an increasingly wide range of different computational units (DSPs, GPUs, lowpower CPU cores, multi-core CPUs) along with ever increasing amounts of memory. Resources of this nature are changing the way we should think of wearable computation. Even the Android-based LG G Watch R [4] includes a Snapdragon 400 [5] that pairs a DSP and a dual-core CPU. Similarly, the Intel Edison [3], designed for wearable use includes 1GB of RAM, as well as again a dual-core CPU and low-power unit. We now have the computational resources necessary to consider much more complex models like deep learning.
Motivated by the untapped potential of mobile deep learning combined with increased embedded systems resources, we report here on a systematic study of the benefits to smartwatchbased activity recognition using of one of the most commonly used deep learning algorithms today -Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs). Specifically in this work we study two questions. First, how should RBMs be integrated into an activity recognition pipeline? Second, how well can an RBM based model and pipeline operate on a bleeding edge smartwatchused platform -the Qualcomm Snapdragon 400? The goal being to understand the feasibility of RBM deep learning on this class of device, and address key issues such as: How much model complexity can a smartwatch of this type afford?
The outcome of our study into these methods is (to the best of our knowledge) the first deep learning pipeline for activity and context inference for smartwatches. Through experiments under a range of common smartwatch sensor inference tasks, we develop the necessary pipelines of: feature representation and RBM layer activation functions, for a range of smartwatch sensor types to be integrated within our model. Importantly, we discover this general-purpose RBM-based sensor modeling approach is able to significantly outperform existing sensing systems, even in comparison to purpose-built techniques for specific inference tasks. We combine with this pipeline with a proof-of-concept smartwatch-like device that supports applications scenarios through this RBM pipeline to recognize: physical activity states, hand gestures, transportation mode and when the user is either outside or inside -these tasks provide a challenging representative sensing workload. Importantly, we find that the increased complexity of our modeling approach does not overly comprise: device lifetime, form-factor, weight; in comparison to the norms established by existing commercial smartwatch systems.
The scientific contributions of this work include:
• The design and development of the first RBM-based activity and context recognition pipeline for smartwatches.
• A systematic evaluation of this RBM-based pipeline under 3 common smartwatch-related sensing tasks; experiments include 5 state-of-the-art classification methods designed for each sensing task, and real-world datasets that highlight task-specific recognition challenges.
• A feasibility analysis, using a prototype smartwatch implementation, that demonstrates RBM-based activity modeling is viable under typical hardware constraints.
II. RBM-BASED ACTIVITY RECOGNITION PIPELINE
Our activity recognition pipeline for smartwatches spans 4 phases: (i) data pre-processing, (ii) input layer representation, (iii) the RBM model itself, and finally (iv) model inference. We now describe each of these in turn.
A. Data Pre-processing
The main purpose of this stage is to segment a continuous stream of measurements and extract measurement windows. The key parameters are: window width (w d ) and window overlap (l p ). In line with previous work on activity recognition [7] , [25] we use typically w d = 1/2 second (though this may vary based on the target activities, see Section III for details) and l p = 50%. For any accelerometer data, to reduce the effect of sensor placement and orientation, we use the magnitude of measurements (i.e., take the norm of the three axis).
B. Input Layer Representation
Activity recognition approaches predominantly rely on supervised learning, where a classifier is trained with a large amount of labeled data using handcrafted (ad-hoc) features. However, collecting a very large amount of ground-truth labels is difficult and costly [7] . Deep learning mitigates both limitations by automatically finding a good hierarchical representation of the sensor data (as part of the pre-training procedure). Pretraining also helps to initialize the model parameters in a unsupervised manner, thereby decreasing the requirement of large ground-truth information [22] . Therefore, we use only a generic representation and compute frequency banks from each window that then acts as the input layer. The RBM is left to learn more discriminative representations from the data.
C. Restricted Boltzmann Machine
A RBM can be represented as an undirected bipartite graph, consisting of a set of stochastic visible units v ∈ {0, 1} d and a set of stochastic hidden units h ∈ {0, 1} k . Each visible unit is connected to all the hidden units with an weighted edge W ij . The energy function E : 0, 1 d+k → R associated with a RBM model is given as:
where Θ = {a, b, W} represents the set of model parameters (a and b are the biases for the hidden and input layers respectively). The joint distribution over all the visible and hidden units are given as:
where Z(Θ) is the normalizing function. In case of Gaussian RBMs, the visible units accept real-valued measurements (i.e., v ∈ R d ) and the hidden units are binary stochastic as before (i.e., h ∈ {0, 1} k ). The energy function for the Gaussian RBM can then be given as:
where Θ = {a, b, W, σ} are the model parameters.
D. Model Inference
Although obtaining an exact solution for Equation 3 is nontrivial, efficient Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)-based stochastic approximation techniques have been proposed to estimate the expected sufficient statistics of the model [31] . In line with common approaches to RBM training, we initialize the model parameters using greedy layer-wise pre-training before performing backpropagation using available labeled data. Training a RBM is a computationally heavy task and can be efficiently done offline, e.g., using cloud infrastructure equipped with GPUs. Once the RBM is trained, the model can be transferred to the smartwatch platform for online inference.
III. PIPELINE EVALUATION AND COMPARISONS
To understand the potential benefits of our RBMs within an activity recognition pipeline, we examine 3 diverse multi-sensor recognition tasks relevant to smartwatches (and by extension other wearables). For each task we compare RBM pipeline performance against task-specific state-of-the-art baseline classifiers. The key result from these experiments is that our generic RBM classification pipeline is able to outperform all baselines for all 3 tasks; although this result is still preliminary, we believe this is a clear sign of the power and importance that this form of machine learning will have for wearables and mobile sensors in the years ahead. 
A. Experiment RBM Setup
We report RBM performance assuming the same model architecture across all recognition tasks. Specifically, each model uses 3 hidden layers each of which contain 256 nodes. Models diverge in architecture only in terms of their input and output layers. While baseline classifiers use a custom set of features for the respective task, our RBM pipeline simply uses a set of frequency banks for virtually all sensor inputs; the only exception to this are low-dimensional inputs for which we simply use those features proposed by comparison classifiers.
B. Comparison Baseline Models
In total, 5 different baselines are compared with RBM pipeline performance. Each classifier is customized to a specific recognition class and so none of them are used for multiple recognition tasks. Table I summarizes the mapping of classifiers to recognition task.
Wang.
[33] proposes a set of accelerometer features that is highly optimized for inferring transportation modes on users' personal devices. Transportation mode inference is then carried out with a C4.5 decision tree based on user annotated data.
JigSaw.
[23] uses a range of sensors including audio (which we do not consider in this work). We focus on its treatment of inertial sensors and its general approach that has been widely adopted since publication. The classifier pipeline after some initial calibration and allowances for gravity has a series of time and frequency domain features over which a Gaussian Mixture Model is fit. Data is processed in 1.28 sec frames and classifications are smoothed with a Markov Model.
IODectector. [34] takes the approach of building hand engineered data processing components for each sensor. Each component has the objective of determining if the environment is either indoors or outdoors. The authors integrate this information using a Hidden Markov Model that captures also temporal patterns between these two environment types.
Radu.
[28] evaluates dozens of potential classifier designs but ultimately selects a co-training approach that interleaves data from 7 sensor types. The approach uses very thin features, that include often raw data as well as simple statistics such as variance. However, the approach does exceed prior work that examines indoor/outdoor detection (including IODetector).
Plötz.
[26] proposes a series of statistical features with high discriminative power for tasks like recognizing gestures from accelerometer data. These features are designed for use with any classifier; therefore in our experiments we combine these features with 3 well-known learning algorithms (viz. SVM, Decision Trees, Random Forests) to compare against RBMs.
C. Experiment Results
We now detail the comparison of RBM performance under each recognition task. For each task we also describe the underlying dataset used for analysis. In all experiments accuracy is calculated assuming 5-fold cross validation.
Gestures. Our first experiment is based on the Opportunity dataset [30] . This dataset is popular within the wearable and ubiquitous computing research community and perfectly suited to examine a number of smartwatch-relevant activities. Opportunity contains human physical activities from 4 users recorded in an intelligent environment, combining measurements from 72 different sensors across 10 different sensing modalities. In this paper we only focus on the gesture recognition task (B2) as part of the publicly available challenge dataset. The task involves recognizing right-hand gestures, such as 'opening a door', 'cleaning table' and 'toggling a switch', from measurements of an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) attached to the right lower arm (RLA). The sampling frequency of IMU sensor was 30 Hz. We compare the RBM against the featureengineering approach of Plötz, which was shown to work well on Opportunity previously [25] . We extract windows, where w d = 2 sec and l p = 50%, and test the same set of Plötz features using 3 well-known classifiers. Accuracy of the baseline algorithms for the gesture recognition tasks, together with that of the RBM, are shown in Figure 1(a) . The accuracy of the SVM classifier, while using domain specific and handcrafted features, is found to be at the level of 43.7% (lowest). C4.5 decision tree-based gesture recognition shows a much improved accuracy of 67.7%. The performance is further improved by the random forest classifier, which achieves an accuracy of 68.9%. However, the best performance for gesture recognition is shown by the RBM algorithm, achieving an accuracy of 72.1%.
Transportation & Physical.
For the next experiment, we collect ≈ 8 hours of data from 4 users as they perform 3 types of physical activities (walking, running, standing) and a transportation mode (motorized). The dataset also contains a large null class. Tracking these activities and transportation mode from noisy sensor data has been performed frequently in the literature to enable health, fitness and environmental applications [32] .
Figure 1(b) shows overall accuracy for our technique against those of Wang and JigSaw. The figure shows that the RBM is able to exceed the accuracy of these two techniques by 27% (Wang) and 12% (JigSaw). Wang specializes in transportation mode, but includes support for physical activities. JigSaw instead, aims at broad behavioral inference support. Even though our model is general purpose and does not include inferencespecific techniques, we still observe significant performance improvement.
Indoor/Outdoor. Our final scenario is based on a dataset provided by the authors of [28] , it includes ≈ 3 hours of sensor measurements collected by users as they perform routine activities in either indoor or outdoor environments. It also includes Table I ; the exception being in (a) generic classifiers are shown that all use domain specific features (Plötz). a number of transition events between the two situations. We use 7 modalities present in this dataset, but ignore sensor types that are not typically present in wearable devices, such as cellular signals and the microphone. This particular task is not common in the literature, but is increasingly being found to be a useful contextual signal. Figure 1 (c) compares our RBM model against IODetector and Radu when attempting to distinguish indoor environments from outdoor ones. Again, the deep learning pipeline achieves higher (relative) accuracy levels of 31% (IODetector) and 5.6% (Radu) respectively. As always, this is the same pipeline design and RBM architecture performing a completely different inference task. We do not alter the features, layer depth or any other model parameter within our approach. Yet, RBM accuracy is again higher.
IV. SMARTWATCH PERFORMANCE EXPERIMENTS
We now examine the viability of our RBM pipeline on real smartwatch hardware. After first detailing the implementation, we provide energy and execution time performance results.
A. Prototype Implementation
The heart of this prototype is the Qualcomm Snapdragon 400 SoC [5] . This SoC is widely found in many existing smartwaches, such as the LG G smartwatch R [4] . Internally, the Snapdragon has a quad-core ARM Cortex CPU and 1 GB of memory, though when shipped in smartwatches the RAM is often reduced to 512 MB. Figure 2 shows the Snapdragon 400 development board used, as well as the experimental setup. The RBMs within our pipeline are implemented in the Torch [2] deep learning framework, which we cross-compile to run directly on the Snapdragon. Any relatively standard algorithms such as feature extraction routines used in some of the previously discussed scenarios (such as FFT) are ported from Matlab or the HTK Speech Recognition Toolkit [1] . All model training occurs off-line; training occurs on Amazon EC2 instances with GPU-enabled machines, after which model parameters are transfered to the smartwatch.
The design of prototype device (seen in Figure 2 ) assumes a 400 mAH battery, this is similar to those seen in current generation smartwatches. Table II lists all 7 sensors we incorporate into the system, the sampling rates for each sensor are based on values successfully used either the MSP device [11] or JigSaw framework [23] . All sensor inference and feature extraction is performed by the CPU of the Snapdragon as a periodic batch process. We select this period so that inference results remain reasonably fresh, while also keeping energy demands at reasonable levels. Most existing wearable-targeted personal sensing applications (e.g., tracking exercise routines or sleep patterns) can tolerate such delays in inferences. During any profiling experiments, we replay traces of actual sensor data and measure the energy usage through a Monsoon power measurement device. Note, our prototype does not include a smartwatch screen and so the energy demands of such a component are not considered by our experiments.
B. Experiment Results
We begin by examining the system performance of the complete RBM pipeline, and the model architecture assumed for the sensing tasks studied in Section III. All RBM models (across the 3 inference types) have the same basic architecture of 3 hidden layers, with each hidden layer containing 256 nodes. The only difference being minor variations in the input and output layers depending on the number of activity classes and the range of sensor inputs used. We assume inference is repeated 3 times per second, until the battery is exhausted; but with sensor sampling fixed to rates provided in Table II . Table III presents the average result for each model we test.
(We find only minor variations in the results of all three models). The key observation is that the resource usage of the RBM-based activity pipeline is well within acceptable levels of performance in terms of memory, energy and execution time.
Given the ease with which the pipelines and models function on the smartwatch prototype, we next examine system behavior as the complexity of the RBM-models within the pipeline are increased. Table IV summarizes the architecture of 8 different RBM models; 2 models are smaller and 5 are larger than the model in the previous experiment (3 hidden layers of 256 nodes each). Execution times required by these models on smartwatch prototype are also summarized in Table IV . The largest model in this experiment has 50 hidden layers (each with 256 nodes each), and this results in the model having more than 3 million parameters (i.e., sum of all weight and bias parameters across layers) and footprint of ≈ 13 MB. But even at this size execution time for inference on the model remains just ≈ 20 msec. Similarly because Snapdragon 400s in smartwatches have between 500MB and 1GB of RAM, this model footprint is not a concern.
Finally, we estimate the overall battery life of the smartwatch prototype assuming each of the 8 RBM model variations (considered in the previous experiment) are incorporated within the overall activity recognition pipeline. In estimating battery life we also consider 3 batching periods that determine how often inference is performed over the collected sensor data (i.e., how often is the model executed); specifically these periods are 2, 3 and 5 Hz respectively. Figure 3 shows the results of this experiment. For the smallest model (single hidden layer with 256 nodes) the overall battery life spans between 52 and 21 hours (for 2 to 5 Hz inference frequency). However, for the largest model the battery lifetime is observed between 15 and 6 hours (for 2 to 5 Hz). Although, it should be noted this largest model contains 16× the number of parameters than the models evaluated in Section III (the performance of which is seen in Table III ).
V. RELATED WORK
We briefly overview 3 core areas that our work touches upon: activity recognition, deep learning and wearables. Activity Recognition. There has been an enormous amount of work on activity recognition, and it has been hugely successful in demonstrating a wide variety of everday activities can be detected [21] . Much of this work has focused on how the accuracies of these techniques can be improved. Researchers are attempting this in many ways; for example addressing how differences between people can be overcome [20] , searching for new features [25] , coping with device differences [32] or exploring how unlabeled data can be incorporated [7] . Within this direction our work contributes by exploring how a specific type of deep learning can also contribute towards increasing the accuracy of various activity recognition scenarios. There has not previously been a study like this one focused on RBMs, which both attempts to develop an RBM activity recognition pipeline and understand how feasible it can be on real hardware. A two-fold contribution missing from prior activity recognition works.
Deep Learning. Only recently has the exploration into deep learning methods for mobile sensing scenarios begun (e.g., [17] , [15] , [19] ). To the best of our knowledge, the work presented here is the first time that many of the sensing tasks evaluated (such as indoor/outdoor context and transportation mode) have been attempted with any form of deep learning. There is still much to be understood in how such models should be architected, and which variety of algorithms will be most effective -our work adds to this knowledge, that is still in a nascent stage. Similarly, none of the existing RBM papers consider wearable sensor data types nor the classification objectives we study here. Furthermore, none consider a smartwatch platform as the operating environment of their models. In fact, little study of this aspect of our work exists -the best example being likely [9] that custom design small-footprint deep models for classification goals of highvalue to mobiles.
Wearable Devices. Our RBM-based classification pipeline and implementation, is -as far as we know -the first time smartwatches inferences have been provided by locally executing deep learning models. Typically such techniques are thought too heavy for wearable hardware to support. Existing wearables such as the Microsoft Band, Lumo Lift,
LG G Watch R [4] all use alternative modeling approaches. As do earlier research prototypes like the MSP [11] and SATIRE [14] . The closest academic work in this respect is Zoe [18] that use one small scale DNN for spoken keyword recognition, among a number of other classifiers that are executed. Commercial smartphones systems from Baidu, Amazon, Google use deep learning but these are not wearableclass platforms, and most of the computation occurs remotely in the cloud.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper contains 3 core empirical contributions with importance to smartwatch design, and more broadly the field activity recognition. First, we systematically demonstrate and evaluate the benefits of the deep learning method of RBMs, when applied to a variety of common forms of behavior and context recognition. Second, we develop a full RBM-based activity recognition pipeline and investigate key design considerations of including representation, and feature usage. Third, we show that these algorithms are in fact feasible for use on stateof-the art smartwatch hardware; we empirically measure the performance of our RBM-based activity recognition pipeline, highlighting the limits of model complexity that are possible with acceptable energy and execution time performance.
